RICORDI

DOUGLAS YOUNG

in the RICORDI CATALOGUE

TRAJET for alto flute

INTER for flute

LIGNES for piccolo (& claves)
and with special cover design by the sculptor JOHN DOUBLEDAY
(a signed Limited Edition available)

Recording TRAJET/INTER/LIGNES for release
in November : CAMEO CLASSICS DREAMTIGER with Kathryn Lukas

SLIEVE LEAGUE for violin and viola

VIRAGES—REGION ONE for cello and orchestra
Recording: UNICORN UNS 267 with Rohan de Saram

SECOND NIGHT JOURNEY UNDER THE SEA
for solo viola & 11 solo strings

THIRD NIGHT JOURNEY UNDER THE SEA for orchestra

G. RICORDI & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
The Bury, Church Street, Chesham, Bucks HP5 1JG
Telephone (0494) 783311 & 784417
Aaron Copland

THE BALLETs

Billy the Kid (1938)
Ballet in One Act, Duration 35 min.

Rodeo (1942)
Ballet in One Act, Duration 26 min.

Appalachian Spring (1944)
Ballet in One Act, Duration 33 min.
available for full orchestra or in the original version for 13 instruments

Dance Panels (1959 rev. 1962)
Ballet in Seven Sections, Duration 24 min.
RECENT ISSUES (1978-81) INCLUDE:

128 Olivier Messiaen interviewed by Harriett Watts; Lawrence Morton on literary and musical origins for Le Sacre; Composing for the Young (Kurt Schwertsik); Porter on Britten; Nash on Webern, Lange on Penderecki.

129 Robin Holloway number—Northcott on the orchestral works, Puffett on vocal music, Matthews on chamber pieces, Nash on 'Clarissa' and 'Cantata on the Death of God'; also Holloway on 'Why I write music' and reviewing the complete 'Lulu'.

130 Carter in the Seventies (Schiff); A short autobiography by Alexander Tcherepnin; Josef Matthias Hauer (Gustafson); Peter Swan on Maxwell Davies's Salome; Paul Driver on the 1979 St. Magnus Festival.

131 René Leibowitz (I) by Jan Maguire; HKGruber in conversation with Linger and Danninger; Gruber and Schwertsik at the Berlin Festival; Glasgow Musica Nova (Driver); Holloway's 'Debussy and Wagner' (Neighbour); Wintle on Evans's 'Britten'.

132 René Leibowitz (II) by Jan Maguire; Points of View by Wolfgang von Schweinitz; Calum MacDonald on the string quartets of John Foulds; Maxwell Davies's Symphony, Finnissy's alongside (Driver); Maw's Life Studies (Shaw); Keller's '1975' (Hopkins).

133/4 Igor Markevitch double issue—Chronology; Catalogue of works; Partita (de Graeff), Ioare (Bennett), Le Paradis perdu (Markevitch, Moreux), Handel Variations (Mavrodin), The conductor's debt to the Composer; also Drew on the early works. Façade (Driver), Del Tredici, Stockhausen, Sessions, etc.

135 Carl Ruggles (Babcock); Nikolai Roslavets (Foreman); Composers' Forum—Ladislav Kupkovic and Helmut Lachenmann; Holloway on Stravinsky, Northcott on Robert Simpson, Nash on Mahler books, Driver on Tippett and Maxwell Davies.

136 Homage to Béla Bartók (Panufnik, Ginastera, Xenakis); Bartókiana (Doráti); Finzi Discography (Diana McVeagh); Driver on Rzewski, Goehr on Monteverdi, Schiffer on Boulez, Cole on Kurtág.

137 Friedrich's 'Lulu' (Perle); Bartók's Bagatelles (Antokoletz); Composers of the World, De-Bow! (Keller); Brian Dennis's Chinese Song-Cycles (Hill); Driver on Maxwell Davies, Skempton on Benoliel, Holloway on Knussen, Knussen on Perle.
LEOPOLD SPINNER
1906-1980

6 Canons on Irish Folksongs (1965) for SATB chorus
90p

Cantata on German Folksong Texts, op.20 for mezzo-soprano
solo, chorus, and chamber orchestra
1.1.cor A.1.bcl.0—1.1.1.0—perc—harp—cel—strings (1.0.1.1.1)
full score £7.50; vocal score £2.50; score and parts for hire

Concerto for Piano and Chamber Orchestra, op.4
1.1.1.bcl.0—1.1.1.0—perc—harp—strings (1.1.1.1.0)
score and parts for hire

Fantasy, op.9 for piano
for hire

Inventions, op.13 for piano
£1.25

5 Lieder, op.8 for soprano and piano
£1.15

3 Lieder nach Gedichten von Rilke, op.16 for soprano and piano
£2.25

Prelude and Variations, op.18 for orchestra
1.1.cor A.1.bcl.0—1.1.1.1—timp. perc—harp—cel—strings
score and parts for hire

Quintet, op.14 for clarinet, bassoon, horn, guitar, and double bass
score and parts for hire

Ricercata, op.21 for orchestra
2.2.2.0—1.1.1.1—harp—cel—strings (3.3.3.3.0)
score and parts for hire

Sonatina for violoncello and piano, op.26
£6.85

Sonatina for piano, op.22
£1.75

Sonatina for 4 wind instruments, op.23
for hire

Suite for clarinet and piano, op.10
for hire

Variations for violin and piano, op.19
for hire

A Short Introduction to the Technique of Twelve Tone Composition
£2.25